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Book. Realising she s going to fail her English GCSE if she doesn t
complete some kind of coursework, 15 year old Ellie Foster takes
up her teacher s suggestion that she keep a diary of her family
holiday to Greece. Family being her mum, her mum s hippy
boyfriend, Trevor, his maniac twins, 8 year olds Sky and Blue,
and the love child (mum and Trevor s baby). As if things weren t
bad enough she needs to find a boyfriend on this trip or risk
being labelled a loser and having to spend the rest of her school
life with yellow toothed Lucy Telling as her only friend. Before
she knows it, she s making a fool of herself in front of a Greek
God, batting off an annoying nerd, hiding from her crazy Gran,
getting Trevor arrested, and dealing with the return-of-thefather. Its a wonder she has time to write down anything at
all.Engaging, entertaining and often laugh-out-loud funny, this
book perfectly captures the conflicts and conundrums that
come with being on the brink of adulthood and addresses a...
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Reviews
Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like
how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Rudolph Jones MD
Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You
will not sense monotony at anytime of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Timmothy Schulist
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